
WINTER SPORTS AND GREAT FUN FOR FAMILIES
Davos Klosters treats families with a wide range of winter activities. Young and old find snow fun in the valley  
or in the region’s six ski areas. Tobogganing, ice-skating and ice hockey provide particular family amusement. 
Various indoor offers are available for a change from snow and ice.

The two snow sports areas on Bolgen in Davos Platz and Bünda in Davos Dorf are particularly suitable for families.  
Located in the valley, both are easy to reach and suitable for a short snow sports getaway. The practice areas are well 
equipped with draglifts, a chair lift as well as free of charge roofed conveyor systems – the so-called magic carpets.  
Klosters boasts its Selfranga ski area in the valley, attractive for all family members. Numerous snow sports schools in 
Davos Klosters have well trained instructors ensuring safety, success and plenty of fun while doing winter sports. 

Exciting Children’s Attractions
Most of all, Madrisa and Rinerhorn with their children‛s landscape have adapted to the needs of families with children  
on the mountain. Special training facilities are available in the Madrisa Land children‛s snow parks as well as in the  
Madrisa Park Klosters. There are four magic carpets transporting little ski bunnies to the top. A mini skidoo fleet  
provides additional attractions. At the trainer lift on the Rinerhorn Davos, children find a dwarf course. Cheeky dwarves 
and friendly witches line the course, a seesaw allows for fun and the finish jump at the end of the course makes for heart 
pounding and great joy.

Downhill on legendary Skids 
The «Davos Sledge» is well known by most families. The very first international toboggan race featuring such wooden 
sledges was held in 1883 on the «Poststrasse» leading from Davos Wolfgang to Klosters. Today, families can enjoy  
themselves on five toboggan runs in Davos and Klosters. A special magic offer evening toboggan rides in the dark on 
illuminated tracks. The curves of the legendary toboggan run from Schatzalp to Davos Platz, built in 1900, are illuminated 
every night. On the Rinerhorn, illuminated tobogganing takes place two evenings a week. Toboggan rentals are available 
at the valley stations of Schatzalp and Rinerhorn.

The destination‛s longest toboggan run lies on Madrisa. From the Saaseralp, the mountain station of the Madrisa gondo-
la, it leads to Saas i. P. over 8.5 km. Return transport to Klosters Dorf is by bus from the Saas village square. Toboggan 
rental is available at the mountain station. An exhilarating toboggan run leads from the Gotschnaboden middle station to 
Klosters over 3.5 km. Toboggans can be rented at the start on Gotschnaboden.

The Pischa Alternatives
On Pischa you can exchange the Davos sled for an air board. The air board resembles an air mattress and absorbs 
unevenness on the runway – a thrilling spectacle. Another option is a ride on a Snowbraker, the Freeride Alpine sledge. 
Wide contact surfaces and special guiding elements make riding through deep snow extremely enjoyable.  A ride on a fat 
bike is a must for parents and older teenagers. On a mountain bike equipped with massive tires, up to 4.8 inches wide, 
down through deep snow into the valley. Pischa is home to four fatbike downhill runs ready for this new trend sport‛s fun 
adventure. 
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Destination Davos Klosters
Davos Klosters is one of the most famous holiday resorts in the world and boasts the most comprehensive holiday, 
sports and meeting facilities in the mountains. Although the contrast between urban Davos and idyllic Klosters 
could not be greater, both villages, which lie only ten minutes drive from each other, have one thing in common: 
their fascinating and breathtaking mountain backdrop.
www.davos.ch | www.klosters.ch

Further information
Basic articles, facts and figures as well as background information can be obtained in our Media Corner.  
News can be found on our news page or on our social media channels – Facebook, Instagram, Twitter  
or YouTube.

Photos
You can download print-quality images for editorial use directly from our website:  
Image database Davos Klosters.
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Following in the footsteps of Dario Cologna
Ever since the success of Switzerland‛s cross-country skiing professional Dario Cologna, this sport has enjoyed increa-
sing popularity. Davos Klosters‛ friendly brand ambassador together with Switzerland‛s national team cracks train on 
the cross-country trails in the Landwasser Valley. Meet them and other top athletes from the world‛s best cross-country 
skiing nations on the extensive network of trails. The «Dario Cologna Cross-Country Ski Centre» provides recreational  
athletes with a well-equipped infrastructure – including a sun deck and a restaurant. The Davos Nordic Park, a 
cross-country skiing course for playful technique training offering a high fun factor, is ideal for families wanting to  
improve their skiing technique.

Enjoy Ice-Skating
Since the 2018/19 winter season, ice sports have been a top priority in the «Ice Dream Davos». Ice skating, ice hockey, 
curling and Bavarian curling are performed at the newly designed facility. An ice hockey field occupies the heart of the 
«Ice Dream». A field specially designed for curling is located on the edge of the large field. The restaurant «Timeout» 
north of the complex is open for warming up with tea and cake or have lunch. Its large sun deck provides a good view 
on the ice field. The approx. 2,000 m² ice rink on the «Dorfseeli» in Davos Dorf and as well as the natural ice surface by 
the Davos Wiesen School both are particularly popular with families. The Klosters Arena in the town centre features two 
artificial ice rinks for general ice skating and curling.

Fox Hunt in the Snow
In the winter too, families can go fox hunting. In order not to lose track of the fox, the teams (2 – 7 persons) have to crack 
codes and find hidden messages along the way. The stories and the corresponding questions and puzzles are available in 
German, English and Chinese. The fox can be hunted on three routes: on the Foxolino «Cuolm» and Foxolino «Striunau», 
each of which takes about 1.5 hours. The two routes can also be combined to the Foxtrail «Cuolm Striunau». For this Fox-
trail 2.5 to 3 hours should be allowed. The participants are not bound to predetermined starting times and can use the 
«Foxtrail» individually. Families can book this offer in the Davos Klosters information centres, online in the holiday shop 
or at foxtrail.ch

Indoor Alternatives
The water worlds of the Davos Indoor Swimming Pool «Eau là là» beckon for swimming and relaxing. Children will find 
their own paddling area plus an 80-metre long, spectacular water slide. The steaming outdoor pool is also open in the 
winter. The climbing area in the Färbi sports hall offers routes suitable for children. Bowling and skittles are great fun for 
the whole family or among friends, not only in bad weather. Publicly accessible alleys can be found in the Bowling Bistro 
Bar 101 in Davos and in the hotels Chesa Grischuna, Silvretta Parkhotel and Hotel Sport in Klosters. The Kulturschuppen 
Klosters shows not only special films but also family films. 

Davos Klosters Inside
As part of the free guest program «Davos Klosters Inside», various experiences are offered daily in the areas of sports 
and adventure, kids and family, art and culture as well as sightseeing and excursions. 

All about family activities is available at
davos.ch/winter/aktivitaeten/familien
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